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Abstract

Thin films of CdTe have been grown on CdS in a variety of methods for use in thin film
photovoltaic systems. Limits to the efficiency of CdTe/CdS solar cells have been attributed to defects in the
lattice that occur between the interface of CdS and CdTe due to a lattice mismatch. A close space
sublimation (CSS) reactor known as the CSS4 was designed and fabricated in UTEP to deposit complex
layers of CdTe and ZnTe on top of a CdS film that is grown via chemical bath deposition in order to obtain
a CdTe photovoltaic. Unfortunately, the original design and fabrication of the CSS reactor (CSS3) proved to
be unreliable and only a few depositions were made. This thesis summarizes the work done to improve the
reactor to turn it into a reliable piece of lab equipment that can be used to conduct graduate level research
while also listing known issues that should be addressed in future modifications. A standard procedure for
growths is also presented. Some early results of films and devices made with the new CSS4 reactor are also
included to demonstrate the potential experiments that could be conducted and the type of results that can
be expected.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Background
Alternative sources of energy have been implemented with greater amounts of success in recent
years worldwide. In particular, there have been larger amounts of interest in the application of photovoltaic
(PV) systems to meet the energy demands that are increasing in the United States and the world. Because of
this interest, there is a growing industry for the manufacture and production of these PV. The International
Energy Agency estimates that from 2000 to 2010 the total annual power produced by installed PV increased
from 207 MW to 14,195 MW in surveyed countries [1]. Unfortunately, it is possible to see in the same
report that the United States is lagging in both production and implementation of this technology. Germany
leads the world in energy production via installed PV systems while China dominates the production of total
solar cells manufactured with the production of crystalline silicone based solar cells.

1.1. Cadmium Telluride Photovoltaics
Out of all the technologies that are currently being used or investigated we are interested in the
CdTe based PV technology because of its large potential for investigation. CdTe has an accepted ideal band
gap of 1.5eV and a high absorption coefficient >5 x 105/cm which corresponds to theoretical efficiencies
over 25% [2] as shown in Figure 1. Despite this data, record efficiency for CdTe cells has plateaued in the
last 10 years and only recently increased by 0.6% to 17.3% [3].
The basic structure of a CdTe photovoltaic consists of having a thick (2-10 µm) p-doped CdTe layer
in contact with a very thin (~100 nm) n-doped CdS layer and contacting on the two ends. A thin
transparent conductive oxide (150-300nm) deposited on a glass substrate is selected and used for the front
contact or light-facing side of the cell near the CdS. A copper graphite mixture paste along with silver paint
is used for the back contact on the CdTe. A variety of techniques are used to build the structure since it can
be done in different ways depending on what properties you would like for the different layers that make up
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the solar cell. An example of the structure of a solar cell having an efficiency of 16.5% produced by the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) is shown in Figure 2. In this sample the transparent oxide
was sputtered on along with an extra buffer layer, the CdS was later deposited via chemical bath deposition,
the CdTe was grown with close spaced sublimation, and finally the back contacts were applied manually
using a paste and silver paint [4].

Figure 1. Theoretical solar cell efficiency (dotted) for AM1.5 spectral irradiance versus band gap and absorption
coefficient (solid) versus energy for different semiconducting photovoltaic materials [2]

It is accepted that one of the factors that keeps the efficiencies so low is a high defect density in the
polycrystalline CdS-CdTe interface which leads to carrier recombination. This high defect density is built
into the device when the CdTe layer stacks on top of the CdS layers that have a very different lattice size
leading to a lattice mismatch between the two materials of ~10% [5].

Figure 2. Structure of 16.5% efficient CdTe solar cell produced by NREL [4]
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Due to the complexity of the structure and the number of techniques that can be used to build it,
the best way to experiment with these types of solar cells is to select a component of the structure to
modify and a technique that will be used to build the films. In this case the CdS-CdTe interface was selected
due to the negative influence that it has dropping the efficiency and the technique that was chosen was close
spaced sublimation (CSS) due to the reliability and flexibility that it presents when building the different
layers.

1.2. Physical Vapor Deposition and Close Spaced Sublimation
The method of choice for growth of CdTe films is Close Space Sublimation (CSS). This method is a
modification of the physical vapor deposition technique (PVD). In PVD a source material and a substrate
wafer are placed inside of a vacuum chamber. The source material is placed in a crucible that can be heated
while the substrate wafer is placed away facing the source material at a certain angle. Afterward, the source
material is heated up to the point where the material’s equilibrium vapor pressure is reached at which point
the material will sublime. A schematic diagram of a PVD system is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic of PVD system [6]
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The material’s equilibrium vapor pressure exponentially increases as its temperature increases
which means: the higher the temperature is, the less vacuum you need inside the chamber to sublime the
material (note that allowing the pressure to get too high though would allow the material to melt instead of
subliming). As the material sublimes there is a flux of atoms created from the source material that is
released into the entire vacuum chamber in all directions. Some of these atoms which are released and
scattered throughout the chamber eventually make their way to the substrate wafer. Since the temperature
of the substrate wafer is much lower than the temperature of the source, the atoms are able to nucleate on
the surface of the substrate. It must also be stated that the atoms can and do nucleate on the internal surface
of the chamber. The growth rate of the deposited film for this method can be calculated by the following
equation:
ி

 ݒൌ ܵܿ
ே

(1)

Where  ݒis the calculated deposition rate in cm/s, N is the source material density, Sc is the sticking
coefficient, and F is the atomic flux of atoms from the source which is a function of vapor pressure,
temperature, molar mass of source material, source area and source to substrate distance [6].
As seen from the previous equation, there is a direct dependence on the deposition rate from the
source to substrate distance found in F, CSS uses the principles of PVD and increases the deposition rate by
decreasing the distance between the source and the substrate to less than 1 mm. This method also increases
the temperature of the substrate to temperatures close to that of the heated source material due the small
distance between the two; this in turn gives different properties for the deposited films. A schematic view
of what occurs to CdTe atoms during a CSS deposition is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of transport of CdTe from a sublimation source to a substrate held at a very small
distance h apart in a CSS system [7]

In this figure, made by Cruz-Campa and Zubia [7], it is possible to see the sublimation of the CdTe
source material, the movement of the atoms through the small space, and the nucleation of the atoms into
new grains on the substrate leading to a film. To start the entire process the source material must reach that
critical temperature and pressure where the source material sublimes and releases a flux of atoms into the
chamber. The smaller distance helps in making sure that when atoms are actually sublimed into the chamber
most of them will reach the substrate and deposit there. In the same article, the deposition rate is identified
has having two distinct regimes where the growth is either limited by the amount of sublimed material at
pressure below 10 Torr, and a second “diffusion-limited case” that takes into account the amount of gas
present inside the chamber at pressure over 10 Torr. Helium then, or any other gas, is introduced into the
chamber to purge. The amount of inert gas (or others like nitrogen or oxygen) that is allowed to be present
inside the chamber during deposition then modifies the film growth rate and can also lead to different
characteristics of the film. When there is too much inert gas (over 10 Torr), the flux of atoms created from
the source material will have a harder time reaching the nearby substrate since the foreign atoms will be a
direct barrier making the sublimed atoms collide and deviate from their original path onto the substrate. If a
non-inert gas is used, this will cause the film to contain trace amounts of the gas which could be helpful if
5

this is the objective. Finally, the temperature of the substrate also directly affects the growth deposition rate
while also changing the characteristics of the deposited film. Specifically, it will change the nucleation
characteristics and growth properties of the film.

6

Chapter 2. Design Intent
The CSS reactor will be used to experiment with the structure of the CdTe solar cells. It will
introduce a thin ZnTe layer between the CdTe and the CdS layers to reduce the defect density that is
present in the interface between these two that leads to higher carrier recombination rates. ZnTe was
chosen because it is a semiconductor that has a lattice size between CdTe and CdS while also having a band
gap between them that will be used as a transition region as shown in Figure 5. The proposed reactor will
be used to make depositions of: ZnTe followed by CdTe, both of these simultaneously, or elemental zinc,
cadmium and tellurium in order to obtain complex layered structures and also ternary composite alloy films
of the three elements Zn(x)Cd(1-x)Te.

Figure 5. Comparison of band gap and lattice size for several semiconductors [8]

2.1. Existing Systems
Two main system designs were used for the development of the novel reactor that is described in
this thesis. The first one was a CSS system which was and continues to be used for the development of CdTe
PVs in the University of South Florida (USF) and the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP). It is a design
which consists of placing the source material on a graphite crucible that is suspended inside vacuum
7

chamber via two rods. A thermocouple is then inserted into this crucible to measure temperature.
Afterwards spacers are used to place a substrate directly on top of the source material maintaining a very
small distance between the source and the substrate while still not letting them come into contact. Finally, a
second graphite block is placed in direct contact on top of the substrate so that these two last components
have good thermal conductivity between them and the temperature is the same for the two. A model of this
CSS system is presented in Figure 6. Graphite is chosen due to its very high thermal conductivity and its
thermal absorption of radiation heat since the only way to heat the source and the substrate is by utilizing
halogen lamps placed outside of the vacuum chamber. A set of halogen lamps directly points towards the
source graphite while a second set targets the substrate graphite. Extra mass flow controllers are also
included and connected to the chamber in order to provide helium or oxygen into the chamber.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of simple CSS system currently used in places like USF and UTEP [9]

The advantages that this system has are a reduced amount of components that make up the entire
depositor and the ease with which they can be replaced. Also, the actual number of components that are
exposed to high temperatures or the materials that are sublimed are very limited since all of the heating
elements and electrical wiring required for the system are outside the actual vacuum chamber while only
the thermocouple probes, and easily replaced graphite blocks, spacers, source material and substrate are left
within. The components requiring most attention are the halogen lamps which need to be replaced
approximately every 6 months.
8

The second system has already obtained a ternary composition and is the second source of ideas that
was used for the novel system described in this thesis. It was originally used by O. de Melo [10] and later by
S. Tobeñas et al [11] in the University of Havana to obtain the ternary composition. It utilizes a plate like
crucible that has two parts that is mounted on a plate-shaped temperature profile. The crucible’s top part
houses the substrate while the bottom contains the various sources and a window that allows purging of
residual gas that could remain in the substrate compartment as shown in Figure 7. The entire system is
housed within a quartz reactor that has a gas inlet for gases required. It is, unlike the other systems
described in the thesis, an isothermal system.

Figure 7. Sketch of multi-source isothermal CSS reactor [11]

2.2. CSS4 Novel System
The CSS4 design described in this paper is new generation of a design made by Rascon called CSS3
[12]. It takes many of the lessons from the two previously described CSS systems to obtain the novel design.
It is a 3-source CSS reactor that can change the distance between the substrate and the source while also
providing a method of having separate temperatures for the substrate and the separate source crucibles
during depositions. Many of the items that make up this system have been described in great detail in the
thesis by the original designer and since they have not undergone any changes will only be referenced.
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There was however a large number of issues that had to be modified since the original design had
many functional flaws that made the machine unreliable and inconsistent. It frequently broke down and
required constant maintenance in between depositions that did not allow for standardization of procedure.

2.2.1. Construction
The CSS4 system is built to fit inside a Kimball 8” spherical square chamber. A picture of the final
version with user interface is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Picture of final CSS4 closed space sublimation system with computer interface

A large number of factors were considered when designing the CSS4 since it needed to address
thermal, fluid, electrical and mechanical requirements. In order to simplify the design procedure, some
basic guidelines were used. Stainless steel parts were used for all vacuum chamber parts with conflate flange
sealing surfaces work in conjunction with copper conflate gaskets. All hardware utilized within the chamber
is also stainless steel whenever a mechanical connection was made. The use of stainless steel guarantees that
the components will not become a hazard after being in service in the high vacuum high temperature
environment. All electrical or thermal insulating parts are made out of a easily machined alumina ceramic.
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Finally, all heat conductor parts, whether crucibles or substrate temperature housing, are made of graphite
which has a very high thermal conductivity and prevents problems that could arise from thermal gradients.
Specific details of the individual systems will be discussed in further detail in the following sections.

2.2.2. Thermal
There are four thermal energy sources inside the chamber. The first is a set of 3 that is used to heat
the individual source material crucibles. It is based on three 1” cartridge heaters which are rated at 300
watts from HeatWave Labs, Inc. The three heaters that can reach a temperature of 1200 ºC are shown in
red in Figure 9. These cartridge heaters are mounted on individual ceramic insulators. The insulators,
shown in white, provide a small space where the cartridge heaters can be connected to the electrical power
line that connects to the electrical power source. These insulators are in turn mounted on a stainless steel
baseplate, shown in orange, where they can be fixed in place. This baseplate is screwed onto a rod that is
welded directly onto one of the walls of the vacuum chamber providing a solid mounting area.

Figure 9. Source heater and crucible assembly
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Additional components shown in the figure are the thermocouples in green, graphite source
crucibles in black, and a cartridge heater retainer in gray that provides a method of mechanically fastening
the heaters in place and not relying on the electrical wires for mechanical mounting of the heaters.
The last heat source is based on three halogen lamps from USHIO that provide radiation heat to the
substrate housing. A simple view of the entire substrate heating assembly minus the wiring required and the
mechanical substrate housing bracket is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Substrate heater assembly

In this case, the bulbs are inserted into sockets that are held in place between a ceramic round
insulator and a bracket that mounts onto the fixed internal rod of the top tube of the vacuum chamber. The
graphite substrate holder is only depicted to demonstrate where the substrate would be held via the
12

substrate housing not shown in this figure. The entire substrate housing can be seen in the following section
of this chapter. The thermocouple is able to read an indirect temperature of the substrate by physically
touching the graphite substrate holder that is always in contact with the back surface of the substrate. The
weight of the probe itself is enough to make the physical contact between the probe and the graphite as
nothing is actually fixing it into place. In this case it is assumed that the temperature of the substrate is, or is
very near, the temperature of graphite component.

2.2.3. Motion
The motion system utilizes all of the motors and controls that were originally developed for the
previous generation of this depositor and can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Movement mechanisms of previous generation design that is still being used [12]

There was however a modification to the movable substrate housing that is mounted on the
movable outer tube since the chamber size was increased in order to accommodate a larger substrate inside
and the bulbs that replaced a boralectric heater used in the CSS3. The modified movable substrate housing is
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entirely mounted via a bracket to the outer movable tube as shown in Figure 12.This allows for a large
space where all of the substrate heating source components can fit inside.

Figure 12. Larger movable substrate housing assembly

2.2.4. Fluid and Vacuum
Gas flow inlet was not changed from the previous generations CSS3 and the CSS4 is capable of
having a gas flow of hydrogen, oxygen or helium from the gas inlet via three mass flow controllers. In the
vacuum pump side of the chamber an electronic valve can also be controlled through the interface in order
to achieve desired pressures down to 0.05 torr. An addition to the system was a HEPA filter between the
vacuum pump and the vacuum valve in order to further extend the working life of the vacuum pump.
Despite this, there are a few extra concerns that will be addressed at this time that have an impact on the
performance of the CSS4. The first relates having a gas flow during deposition while the second gives extra
information that should be taken into account in order to have a vacuum chamber with no leaks.
14

Gas flow can be utilized in order to achieve higher quality films; it however can lead to issues of
film quality if not used correctly. A helium gas flow is utilized in coordination with the vacuum pump to
purge the chamber from unwanted air molecules. If no purging is performed or the helium flow is too low,
air molecules contaminate the film deposition and oxidize the source material changing its sublimation
properties. It was also found that when large helium flow rate is used during depositions, the gas flow
carries the recently sublimed atoms towards the vacuum pump outlet without letting them reach the
substrate. This scenario can easily be imagined by looking at Figure 13. Care should then be taken when
selecting gas flows during depositions and how it could impact the movement of sublimed atoms inside the
chamber

Figure 13. Schematic of Gas Flow

A second problem while utilizing the previous generation CSS3 arose because of leaks that would
let air seep into the vacuum chamber. Since all connections between the parts of the vacuum chamber
utilize the conflate flange and copper gasket. It is important to realize the method to tighten the screws that
seal these flanges. When screws are tightened in a circular consecutive manner, the copper gasket
underneath is sometimes pinched into corners that lead to vacuum leaks. In order to avoid this it is
15

important to follow recommended guidelines and torque specifications. A system like that developed for
tightening of tire bolts is recommended in order to assure that the torque is applied evenly around the
flange so that the copper gasket functions adequately. In Figure 14 an example of bolt tightening order
around a 16 hole conflate flange is shown. Once the chamber has been completely sealed, methanol can be
used to check for leaks while running the vacuum inside the chamber by spraying methanol around the
flange. A leak can then be detected by measuring the internal pressure inside the chamber since the pressure
reading will jump when methanol seeps into the chamber. Copper gaskets should also always be replaced if
the flange was opened since this reusing them can also lead to leaks.

Figure 14. Example of tightening order for a conflate flange in order to avoid leaks

2.2.5. Electrical Wiring
The actual wiring of the CSS4 is very similar to that of the CSS3, but since it was the source of most
of the issues with the depositor it has been included and will list all lessons learned that led to the
unreliability and the constant equipment breakdowns. Electrical connections within the CSS3 were the
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most critical and likely to fail due to electrical shorts caused by failure of insulation, movement of semiexposed wires, electrical shorts caused by deposited material acting as a conductor, and design flaws that
did not give enough clearance to grounded metal mechanical mounting components of the system to
electrical current carrying parts or wires.
In the simpler case of the source heaters, all wiring comes through the bottom flange. As the wires
get closer to the actual heater assembly the insulation of the wire is replaced by ceramic beads that insulate
the wire at the higher temperatures. Unfortunately these ceramic beads can move out of place or a single
strand of the wire can come loose breaking out of the insulation. In Figure 15 the wiring of the bottom
heater assembly is shown identifying a small strand of the wire that went loose and touched the metal plate
causing a short in the system.

Figure 15. Wiring of cartridge source heaters showing source of an electrical short

A second case for concern and maintenance is the contamination of the ceramic insulator parts by
sublimed material. In this source assembly case an insulator was covered with so many layers of CdTe that a
17

surface contact was established between a point next to the power line, shown by A in Figure 16, and the
hole where a mounting screw is placed that grounds the metal plate. In this way another electrical short was
created across the surface of the insulator.

Figure 16. Ceramic insulator with several layers of CdTe that lead to no resistance between A and B

For the substrate heating element several issues were originally present in the previous CSS3 when
the boralectric heater was used. The biggest design flaw being that a hardware stainless steel screw was used
has a current carrying part along with a washer and a nut. This led to two problems which were: a bad
surface contact between two current carrying parts, and that a material that should not be used as a current
carrying part was being used as one. These two problems led to a hot spot being created which would make
the heater work sometimes and which finally ended with the screw burning out and opening the circuit.
The wiring for the redesigned CSS4 substrate heating elements that now use halogen lamps
removed the original design defects; this however did not make the new set-up any simpler. The
thermocouple wires along with the power lines for the halogen bulb sockets all need to drop from the top
of the chamber through the internal static tube which measures 0.250” internal diameter. After extending
through the entire length the wires then need to be routed so that the 3 bulb sockets are connected
adequately and the thermocouple extension wires connect to the probe without restricting its movement
since this needs to stay in contact with the graphite substrate housing.
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Figure 17 shows both a model of the CSS4 on the left where it is possible to view the 0.250”
internal diameter tube opening just above the green thermocouple probe, and a picture on the right
showing the limited space available for the routing and wiring of all the connections. Two of the wires are
used to connect the three sockets in parallel while the other two correspond to the extension K
thermocouple wires.

Figure 17. Comparison of model to actual wiring of the substrate lamp sockets

This area was the source of most of the problems in the machine. The two failures that occurred
most often were: damage to the wires from being in contact with the moving substrate housing enclosure
resulting in electrical shorts, and bad readings of temperatures resulting in excessive heating. Most of these
problems originated due to the contractor that assembled the machine trying to recycle parts from the
previous CSS3 to construct the CSS4.The main issue was that the wiring and insulation that was selected in
this entire area was not the most appropriate.
For the sockets, a plastic insulated cabling for use in vacuum systems was selected. This cabling was
then modified by applying a high temperature film insulation near the zone close to the sockets that would
reach elevated temperatures. When maintenance was given to this area of the reactor, it was found that this
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insulation had turned brittle and had cracked in many spots resulting in electrical shorts from the wire being
exposed in several places.
For the thermocouple probe, the wire that was being used has the extension K thermocouple was a
cut section from a fully assembled K thermocouple probe which was originally metal meshed shielded and
electrically insulated with an oxide material as shown in the circled spot A in Figure 18. After the part was
sectioned, some of the internal oxide insulation fell out making the two wires that make up the extension k
wire assembly touch at this point which meant that the temperature was being measured at this spot. A
second erroneous temperature measurement location was found an inch away just above the thermocouple
probe as shown in the circled spot B. In this case it occurred because the same brittle insulation had been
used as with the electrical lines for the halogen bulb sockets and it had also cracked and fallen off.

Figure 18. Thermocouple electrical connection problems that gave erroneous temperature readings due: A) recycled
metal meshed insulated K thermocouple wire and B) insufficiently insulated exposed wires

To remove this problem all of the electrical lines with the respective insulation were replaced. All
of the insulation for the new wires was removed and a flexible NEXTEL 312 sleeving was utilized as
insulation.
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Chapter 3. Procedures
In this chapter a number of procedures will be explained to correctly use the CSS4 and obtain
consistent results. Among these procedures are listed cleaning requirements of the chamber, components
and substrate, pre-deposition requirements and deposition guidelines

3.1. Deposition Preparation
Before beginning with any deposition care must be taken to ensure that every system is working
properly. Power line connections should be checked, cleaning of the chamber should be performed to make
sure there are no large amounts of deposits in the interior walls of the chamber, thermocouples should be
tested, lamps should be turned on to verify they are receiving power, and finally motors should be tested.
When all systems are found to be working the next step would be to clean the graphite crucibles inside the
chamber. The easiest way to do this is by running the CSS4 with all the graphite components inside the
chamber and making all temperature reach 650˚C while a helium flow of 1500sccm is maintained with the
vacuum pump running for half an hour. It has been found that after this process the graphite crucibles will
no longer contain any residual material.

3.2. Substrate Preparation
The method of cleaning depends on which substrate is used. Care must be taken to select the
adequate procedure and chemicals. The substrates used in this thesis were: purchased ITO coated
aluminosilicate glass, manufactured CdS films on ITO coated aluminosilicate glass, and patterned CdS with
SiO2 on ITO coated aluminosilicate glass. In all of these cases the procedure for cleaning the substrate was:
1. Verify measurement of sample and cut to 1” x 1” if necessary.
2. Deionized (DI) water rinse to remove any possible glass particles.
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3. Acetone bath for 5 minutes, either using ultrasonic bath or manually stirring.
4. DI water bath for 5 minutes, either using ultrasonic bath or manually stirring.
5. Methanol bath for 5 minutes, either using ultrasonic bath or manually stirring
6. DI water bath for 5 minutes, either using ultrasonic bath or manually stirring
In the last case of patterned CdS with SiO2 on ITO coated aluminosilicate glass, a second acetone
bath plus consecutive water rinse was included into the procedure because it was found that the photoresist
that had been used to make the pattern was sometimes leaving residue that would interfere with the
deposition of films on these substrates

3.3. Source Material Preparation
It was found that the system is very sensitive to the type of source material that was used and the
care and effort that was taken while preparing it. It for example was seen during depositions that if the
material was grown to a very fine evenly sized powder, then the deposition rate would increase while
reducing the overall required temperature to sublimate. Also in another case, it was found that if sharing a
mortar to grind ZnTe and CdTe, this would lead to contamination issues, mostly CdTe appearing in the
ZnTe source crucible after a deposition. In order to avoid these problems care should be taken so that
sharing of tools while preparing the powder that will be placed in the graphite crucibles is not mixed. Also
to standardize deposition rates after grinding a fresh batch of powder, it is necessary to run an annealing
deposition utilizing the fresh powder for 15 minutes at temperatures near the ones that are planned to be
used. This deposition removes the faster subliming grains in the powder that sublime at lower temperatures
and at faster rates. Afterward deposition rates and grown film thicknesses should be consistent. A final
option also available is to always grind the material before using it.
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3.4. Deposition Procedure
Finally after everything has been checked and was found to be working properly, it is time to run
depositions. The depositions are the fastest and simplest part of the process. The deposition procedure
consists on.
1. Preheat substrate housing and source crucibles to 350°C while maintaining a 1500sccm He
flow with the vacuum pump running. This will lead to an internal stabilized pressure of 10torr
inside of the vacuum chamber.
2. The temperature of the substrate and the individual source crucibles from which material will
be sublimed shall be varied to different values to try to obtain different growth rates of the film
with the source material.
3. Once the temperatures for the desired source and housing are reached, the crucible and
substrate are aligned and brought to ~0.5 mm apart.
4. At the same time that the substrate and source are aligned, the 1500sccm He flow is removed
in order to drop the pressure to 0.1torr and begin the sublimation of the of the material.
5. After 10 minutes, or whichever time is chosen, the He flow will be reintroduced into the
chamber. The substrate and source will be separated to 13 mm at this time also. This will stop
the sublimation of material since the internal pressure inside the chamber will go back to 10torr
bringing the sublimation process to a halt. Any vapour pressure of the material that is left
within the chamber will be swept by the He flow as it makes it’s way across the chamber.
6. The temperature can be dropped back to 350°C for all crucibles and housing at this time.
7. In the case of the multi-source depositions, the substrate would be realigned to the second
source after it had reached the desired temperature, He flow would be removed again dropping
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the pressure and initiating the sublimation of second material for another 10 minutes or
whichever time is chosen again.
8. After all desired films have been grown the temperature of sources and substrate are dropped
to 100°C while maintaining the 1500sccm He flow and 10torr pressure to avoid any
contamination of the deposited substrate.
This would conclude the deposition which is now ready to be removed once the temperature inside
the chamber and the graphite components can be removed from the CSS4 depositor.
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Chapter 4. Experimental Results
The CSS4 reactor has been utilized to run several different types of experiments from simple ones
to verify the functionality of the device, to more complex that are finally trying to reach the potential of the
tool in this chapter a few of the more relevant results utilizing the CSS4 are described. The tools utilized to
analyze the films were an Alpha-Step IQ surface profiler and a Filmetrics F20 spectrometer film thickness
measurement system. SEM images and EDAX mapping were were taken using a HITACHI S-4800 to show
grain morphology and identify the materials present in the film.

4.1. CdTe Depositions on ITO
CdTe is a relatively simple material to sublime and is the first material that was tested when
verifying the functionality of the machine. Figure 19 plots the thickness of the film grown in 10 minutes
versus the source temperature of the CdTe. The parameters for these depositions consisted in following the
deposition procedure described in section 3.4 while maintaining the substrate temperature 100ºC below the
source temperature.
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Figure 19. Growth rate of CdTe layer over ITO versus source temperature while maintain the substrate 100ºC cooler
than the source during 10 mins

During this deposition the substrates were analyzed to verify grain size and so Figure 20 shows a
comparison of the CdTe films grown at 500 and 600ºC
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Figure 20. Comparison of 50 nm and 3 µm thick films grown at 500 (left) and 600 ºC (right) during 10 minutes while
maintaining the substrate 100 ºC lower for each one

4.2. ZnTe Depositions on ITO
ZnTe was the next challenge to be grown. From previous experiments ZnTe depositions using the
CSS4 had always been extremely thin (50-200nm). In this case the same procedure explained in 3.4 was
followed again and temperature was systematically increased for the source from 500 to 700 ºC while
maintaining the substrate temperature 100 ºC lower. Figure 21 plots the thickness of the film grown in 10
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Figure 21. Growth rate of ZnTe layer over ITO versus source temperature while maintain the substrate 100ºC cooler
than the source during 10 minutes
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In this case it was found that the the ZnTe has very slow deposition rates even at very high source
temperatures. The grain size, which can be estimated from Figure 22 and could be concluded is around
100 nm, according to nucleation theory would state that the substrate temperature is still too low, but at
temperatures reaching 700, it is possible that the depositor may suffer permanent damage that my leave it
out of survice for some time

Figure 22. SEM image of 90nm thick film grown at 675 ºC during 10 minutes while maintaining the substrate 100 ºC

4.3. Multilayered ZnTe/CdTe Structures on ITO
Based on the research and as stated at the beginning of this thesis, one of the objectives of the CSS4
is to deposit complex structures of CdTe/ZnTe and even ternary Zn(x)Cd(1-x)Te . Utilizing the information
that was obtained before, two complex distinct structures were planned. The first involved depositing
50nm of ZnTe on top of the ITO coated aluminosilicate glass. Afterwards, the deposition was continued
without removing anything from the CSS4 by depositing an extra 50 nm of CdTe on top by simply rotating
the substrate to the desired source crucible. A profile view of the structure and EDAX map of the
deposition can be seen in Figure 23. In this case the results weren’t very conclusive since the size of the
film was too thin (400-600 nm including the ITO) and the spatial EDAX map doesn’t show a strong
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boundary in between the elements. The only statement that can be done is that the three elements zinc,
cadmium and tellurium are present in the film.

Figure 23. Profile view of growth of two layered structure with attached elemental maps showing silicone, indium, zinc,
cadmium and tellurium respectively

In the second complex structure it was decided to deposit four layers on top of the ITO. The final
structure of the film is: 50nm ZnTe deposited on top of the ITO coated glass, followed by 50 nm of CdTe,
afterwards the two films growths were repeated so that there would be an extra 50 nm of ZnTe and 50 nm
of CdTe to seal the entire structure. The profile view of the structure and EDAX map are shown in Figure
24. From the EDAX mapping it is possible to see that the ZnTe and the CdTe end up occupying the same
space which could mean that a ternary alloy is developing, or that the two compositions grew together or
diffused into each other.
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Figure 24. Profile view of growths of four layered structure with attached elemental maps showing silicone, indium, zinc,
cadmium and tellurium respectively.

4.4. XRD results of multilayered structures on ITO
The EDAX results showed that the depositions contained the elements that they should, but they
do not help distinguish what structure the elements are in. Measurements of diffraction peaks utilizing XRD
identify the type of structure that is formed by the elements in the sample. As mentioned in the
introduction CdTe, ZnTe and the ternary of the three elements Cd(x)Zn(1-x)Te would each have a specific
lattice spacing. Using the XRD the lattice spacing was measured for the samples mentioned in the previous
sections and an extra deposition that was made in order to obtain slightly different results. The first thing
done was to make a plot of lattice size as a function of composition of Cd(x)Zn(1-x)Te. This plot, made from
material data sheets, shows that the lattice spacing between the <111> planes drops linearly from 3.742
angstroms with pure CdTe to 3.52334 angstroms with pure ZnTe as shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25. Plot demonstrating linear variation of lattice size in <111> direction as a function of composition of x.

The same plot was made for the lattice spacing of the <220> and help in visualizing how the peaks
from the XRD results should look. XRD was then performed on the following depositions:
-CdTe on ITO coated glass from section 4.1
-ZnTe on ITO coated glass from section 4.2
-CdTe on ZnTe on ITO coated glass from section 4.3
-CdTe on ZnTe on CdTe on ZnTe on ITO coated glass from section 4.3
-CdTe on ZnTe on ITO coated glass made for this section
The results, shown in Figure 26, give a clear visual picture of the grain structures that form during
the depositions. The bottom black CdTe on ITO and red ZnTe on ITO lines clearly mark the peaks for the
<111> plane spacing shown with the <111> orange bar displayed under the d-scale axis. The endpoints of
this orange bar are pure CdTe on the left and pure ZnTe on the right. The next two data lines in green and
blue are the structures described in the previous section 4.3. The first observation is that they contain a
large amount of ZnTe grains since this peak on the right end of the orange <111> bar is well defined, and
much larger than anything on the left. Interestingly though a shoulder structure appears that does not
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coincide perfectly with the CdTe peak which would indicate that there is a ternary alloy forming whose
composition can only be approximated due to the plateaued shape of the data. The small peak for the two
layered CdTe/ZnTe on ITO green line is located at d-value 3.68 which corresponds to an approximate x
equal to 0.8 or Cd(0.8)Zn(0.2)Te when looking up in Figure 25. For the 4 layer blue line, this analysis is even
harder to distinguish because there is no peak and only a flat plateau which indicates a very small
concentration but very steady range of different compositions from pure CdTe to Cd(0.5)Zn(0.5)Te after
which point the large ZnTe peak overshadows everything that could be there.
The last top black data line corresponds to an extra deposition that was made in order to compare
and contrast what would happen in a CdTe rich deposition. The same parameters were used except that the
CdTe deposition was given 3 extra minutes so that more CdTe would deposit. In this case it is possible to
distinguish that the peak is wider and that an additional peak at 3.715 was measured. Again returning to
Figure 25 this corresponds to an approximate composition of x equal to 0.85 or Cd(0.85)Zn(0.15)Te
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d-value plateau

d-value 3.68

Figure 26. XRD measurements of 5 different depositions showing location of <111> and <220> peaks in orange bars
located on the d-scale. Pure CdTe is the left edge of orange bar while ZnTe is right edge of bar.

4.5. ZnTe on Nanopatterned CdS
Besides the complex structures of different layer growths in planar substrates, there is an additional
project with an objective of obtaining higher efficiency CdTe PVs by growing single crystal grains as
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described by Zubia et al [5]. It is has been proven by them that by depositing on a patterned substrate, it is
possible to obtain structures that act like a single cystal grain which then leads to single crystal interface
between the layers and a reduction of the carrier recombination since the total number of defects
originating from polycrystalline growths is reduced. Initial experiments have begun and preliminary results
of ZnTe depositions on these patterns are included in this thesis.
These experiments begin with a substrate made up of CdS on ITO on which a pattern made with
SiO2 has been deposited on top of the CdS. This substrate was cleaned as described in section 3.2 and then
utilized to begin initial experiments. Figure 27 shows an evolution of a single substrate as different
conditions were used to try to deposit selectively onto the patterned CdS . The top left picture shows the
substrate after cleaning followed by the first deposition using 650 ºC ZnTe source temperature and 525 ºC
substrate temperature during 10 minutes using a 3mm spacing on the top right picture of the figure.
Afterwards, the bottom left picture shows the beginnings of nucleation when the substrate temperature was
dropped to 500 ºC. Finally the bottom right picture represents a narrowing of the gap between the source
and substrate when the 3mm distance between the source and substrate was reduced to ~0.5mm.
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Figure 27. Trial and error of different parameters while trying to deposit ZnTe on nanopatterned CdS. Starting from original
post cleaned on top left. First deposition trial was top right, substrate temperature was dropped from top right to bottom left and
distance gap between reduced from bottom left to bottom right

4.6. Complete CdTe Photovoltaics using CSS4
The CSS4 has also been used to manufacture complete CdTe photovoltaics. CdS was grown on ITO
coated glass via chemical bath deposition as described by Rodriguez[13]. These substrates were later used
within the CSS4 to grow thick films of CdTe (6-9 µm) on top of the CdS. The films were then annealed
after a coat of cadmium chloride was applied to the surface via spin coating. After annealing, the surface of
the CdTe was etched for 1 second in nitric-phosphoric acid and rinsed immediately. Back contacts were
then applied using a mixture of copper telluride, graphite and DI water to create a paste on which a silver
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contact was finally painted on. Several solar cells were manufactured during this time and two of them
resulted in efficiencies over 5%. The Table 1

summarizes the efficiencies measured for the best

performing solar cells that have been manufactured utilizing the CSS4 while Figure 28 shows a picture of
these two cells

Figure 28. Picture of best performing CdTe PVs produced using CSS4
Table 1. Table showing efficiency, open circuit voltage and short circuit current for each of the contacts for the two solar cells

Samble RCa4
Efficiency
Contact
Voc (V)
(%)
1
3.58
0.654
2
6.29
0.667
3
6.28
0.65
4
4.68
0.638
5
4.41
0.632
6
3.55
0.645
7
2.01
0.611

Jsc
(mA/cm2)
18.998
23.207
22.68
21.563
20.775
18.84
11.068

Samble RCa5
Efficiency
Contact
Voc (V)
(%)
1
7.38
0.611
2
7.23
0.625
3
6
0.625
4
6.22
0.629
5
5.69
0.611
6
5.63
0.605
7
6.1
0.64
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Jsc
(mA/cm2)
25.608
25.297
24.657
24.968
24.77
25.151
25.309

Chapter 5. Conclusions
The CSS4 reactor has been able to achieve many of its objectives as an experimental tool. There is a
large potential to further explore the different experiments instead of just doing introductory analyzes. This
will lead to more research papers that this instrument is specifically tailored to deal with, specifically
ternary compositions and growth of the multi-layered structures.
The novel system brought up a huge number of issues that are not addressed in a specific individual
textbook or research paper, but fortunately, thanks to the different experiments that have been done, there
is a better understanding of how specific properties or features of the machine can help or impede the
closed space sublimation. Also, the machine has already been fixed to the point where the CSS4 is more
reliable and does not require maintenance after every single deposition
With that stated there are still some limitations and issues that could arise if not addressed in a
timely and appropriate manner and maintenance of all the electrical connections is a must after any
modification.
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Chapter 6. Future Work
Electrical wiring is the biggest issues that the CSS4 has and in future work will need to be replaced
with a properly insulating wire that will be able to withstand the temperatures and not degrade. Other
component parts should also be replaced with more appropriate materials like the substrate holder which
should only be graphite on a single side so that it doesn’t act like a thermal heat sink where the substrate
temperature could be lower or even have a temperature gradient along its area.
More multi-source growths will continue to be done and different methods will be explored to
analyze the properties of the thin, multi-layered structures.
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